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Abstract

Background: In recent years, there has been a growing interest in Central Auditory Processing Disorder (C)APD.
However, the neural correlates of (C)APD are poorly understood. Previous neuroimaging experiments have shown
changes in the intrinsic activity of the brain in various cognitive deficits and brain disorders. The present study
investigated the spontaneous brain activity in (C)APD subjects with resting-state fMRI (rs-fMRI).

Methods: Thirteen children diagnosed with (C)APD and fifteen age and gender-matched controls participated in a
rs-fMRI study during which they were asked to relax keeping their eyes open. Two different techniques of the
rs-fMRI data analysis were used: Regional Homogeneity (ReHo) and Independent Component Analysis (ICA), which
approach is rare.

Results: Both methods of data analysis showed comparable results in the pattern of DMN activity within groups.
Additionally, ReHo analysis revealed increased co-activation of the superior frontal gyrus, the posterior cingulate
cortex/the precuneus in controls, compared to the (C)APD group. ICA yielded inconsistent results across groups.

Conclusions: Our ReHo results suggest that (C)APD children seem to present reduced regional homogeneity in
brain regions considered a part of the default mode network (DMN). These findings might contribute to a better
understanding of neural mechanisms of (C)APD.

Keywords: Default mode network, Independent component analysis, Regional homogeneity, Functional magnetic
resonance imaging, Central auditory processing disorders
Background
Some children with school difficulties report increased
susceptibility to distraction, trouble understanding speech
in the presence of a competing background noise, follow-
ing rapid speech and talking on the phone. These might
be manifestations of central auditory processing disorder
(C)APD, involving deficits in one or more of the following
functions: sound localization and lateralization, auditory
discrimination and pattern recognition, temporal aspects
of audition and performance with competing and de-
graded acoustic signals [1]. (C)APD is diagnosed based on
behavioral tests after normal peripheral hearing had been
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confirmed and originates from failure to process, compre-
hend or/and respond efficiently to the incoming auditory
stimuli [2,3].
(C)APD can result from different etiologies but a sub-

stantial number of children diagnosed have diffuse dys-
function of the central nervous system (CNS) with no
identifiable lesions. Among factors which may underlie
the wide range of listening problems, researchers consider
delayed CNS maturation and neurological conditions
[2,4]. Therefore, brain imaging methods (such as fMRI,
PET, EEG) may extend knowledge about neural mecha-
nisms underlying (C)APD and, thus, improve the diagnos-
tics [5]. Nevertheless, up to date, there have only been
several such studies published [4,5]. A case study of a pa-
tient with (C)APD [4], combining MRI and PET, revealed
structural and functional changes (encompassing atrophy
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and high signal intensity in bilateral auditory cortices,
hypometabolism in the primary and the secondary audi-
tory cortex and precuneus, as well as hypermetabolism in
caudate and superior frontal sulci). However, the patient
additionally demonstrated severe problems with speech
understanding and production and slightly degraded hear-
ing acuity, and therefore these findings cannot be general-
ised over the whole population with (C)APD.
Recently, there is a growing interest in the examin-

ation of temporal correlations between various brain re-
gions during unconstrained intrinsic activity (rs-fMRI),
as researchers claim that specific alterations might be
implicated in various cognitive deficits and brain disor-
ders [6-8].
One of the most widely examined intrinsic networks is

the default mode network (DMN). The term ‘DMN’ de-
scribes a set of functionally and anatomically organized
regions that show increased synchronization during rest
and are suppressed during task performance. DMN en-
compasses the precuneus/posterior cingulate (pCu/PCC),
the areas of frontal pole (eg. BA 10) and posterior parietal
cortices [9]. DMN is considered to be involved in intern-
ally generated tasks, such as attending to environmental
stimuli or anticipating upcoming events [9]. The inter-
action of DMN regions and brain areas involved in cogni-
tive control is considered to provide balance between
internally and externally directed thoughts and thus may
be implicated in the regulation of focus of attention [10].
In line, the newest research demonstrates that human
vigilance can be directly related to the activity of the
default-mode network [11] and an atypical pattern in
DMN can be associated with attention impairments
[12,13]. This issue is not well understood but many
studies have linked changes in DMN with attentional
problems (see [14] for a review).
Since a close, predictable relationship between audi-

tory processing performance and attention was identified
[1], DMN seems to be a relevant measure of brain activ-
ity in (C)APD. Although there is limited data available
concerning neural underpinnings of (C)APD specifically,
extensive research has been conducted in patients with-
out (C)APD diagnosis who nevertheless demonstrate
auditory processing problems, such as in ADHD [15,16].
Due to the fact that (C)APD and ADHD frequently co-
occur and share some behavioural symptoms, particu-
larly inattention and distractibility [17], some authors
claim that overlapping cognitive mechanisms might ac-
count for both diseases. The common manifestations
may, therefore, result from aberrations in distributed
brain networks with associated central auditory path-
ways [3].
For instance, Castellanos and colleagues observed de-

creased functional connectivity between the mPFC (med-
ial prefrontal cortex) (BA 9 and BA 10) and PCC regions
in children with ADHD [18], whereas Cao and collabora-
tors [19] demonstrated decreased regional homogeneity in
the frontal-striatal-cerebellar circuits in this group of pa-
tients (with auditory processing difficulties). Interestingly,
many authors argue that disintegration (e.g. attenuated co-
herence or less efficient deactivation) of DMN regions
may cause interference during focus of attention [20,21].
In summary, central auditory processing difficulties

demonstrated in various groups of patients have been
associated with structural and functional brain abnor-
malities but the exact neural correlates of (C)APD need
further thorough investigation with the use of modern
non-invasive neuroimaging techniques.
Although, resting state-fMRI studies have not been per-

formed previously in individuals with (C)APD, lapses of
attention observed in other developmental attention disor-
ders were considered to be associated with alternations
in DMN. Therefore, we were motivated to investigate
whether there are DMN aberrations specific for children
with (C)APD without coexisting ADHD, language and
emotional problems. Based on some other studies in sub-
jects with attention problems, we hypothesized that chil-
dren with auditory processing difficulties would have
abnormal (decreased or increased) synchronization in
brain regions corresponding to DMN. In this study, we fo-
cused on DMN because brain regions within this network
are considered to subserve attentional modulation that is
impaired in (C)APD. According to the authors’ know-
ledge, this is the first fMRI study to apply both ReHo and
ICA methods for data analysis to investigate spontaneous
brain activity within children with (C)APD.

Methods
Subjects
The experimental group consisted of 13 children with (C)
APD (7 girls, 6 boys, aged: 7.3-16.0 years, mean = 12.2)
and 15 control children (7 girls, 8 boys, aged: 7.0-16.0 years,
mean = 11.7). There was a comparable number of girls and
boys in each group and the groups were not significantly
different with respect to chronological age (t = −0.5;
p > 0.05).
Children with (C)APD were recruited from the patients

of the Institute of Physiology and Pathology of Hearing,
prior to their participation in a specifically-designed thera-
peutic programme serving to improve auditory processing
and attention. The control group was recruited via an ad-
vertisement in local press. Control subjects obtained re-
sults within age-specific reference ranges in a (C)APD
examination according to the Polish norms and did not
have any history of neurodevelopmental disorders and/or
learning problems.
(C)APD diagnosis was made by a multidisciplinary

team comprising audiologists, speech-language thera-
pists, psychologists, educators, and physicians. Children
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who had ADHD symptoms, language problems, psychi-
atric disorders and/or emotional disturbances were not
included in the study.
The (C)APD was diagnosed based on the performance

in the following tests: Frequency Pattern Test (FPT),
Duration Pattern Test (DPT), Gap Detection Test (GDT),
Dichotic Digit Test (DDT) and Adaptive Speech in Noise
Test (ASpN), as recommended for (C)APD screening [1].
Each child diagnosed with (C)APD displayed abnormal
performance in all tests, compared with reference results
of Polish native speaking children. Detailed behavioural
findings in both study groups are provided in Table 1 in
the Results Section.
All children participating in the study were right-

handed, had normal hearing (as measured with tonal
audiometry at the Institute of Physiology and Pathology
of Hearing) and intellectual abilities within the normal
range (Raven’s Progressive Matrices). They also had no
history of neuropsychiatric disorders, head trauma or
medication affecting the CNS. Subjects’ parents provided
both oral and written informed consent in compliance
with the Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association
(Declaration of Helsinki) and guidelines of the Bioethics
Committee of the Institute of Physiology and Pathology of
Hearing. Participants were informed that they can with-
draw from the study at any moment.

Imaging protocol
A 3 T Siemens Magnetom Trio Tim MR scanner equipped
with a 12-channel matrix head coil and MR-compatible
goggles (Nordic NeuroLab Visual system) were used to
perform the imaging study. The scanning sessions in-
cluded: 1) localization; 2) 3D T1-weighted image acquisi-
tion covering the entire brain (3D MP-RAGE sequence,
TR = 1900 ms, TE = 2.26 ms, 0.9 × 0.9 × 0.9 mm voxels); 3)
resting-state functional imaging (TR = 2000 ms, TE =
30 ms, flip angle = 90°, FOV 192 mm, matrix size 64 × 64,
scanned volume-37 axial sequential slices of 3.5 mm
Table 1 Clinical characteristics

Test (C)APD group Control group Two-sample
t-testX (SD) X (SD)

FPT 44.4 (17.5) 81.66 (11.6) 6.6**

DPT 57.8 (21.7) 87.2 (11) 4.4**

DDT right ear 74.2 (13.6) 87.5 (11) 2.8**

DDT left ear 64.8 (19.3) 80.5 (15.3) 2.4*

GDT 3.7 (1.3) 2.3 (2) −2.2*

aSPN 0 (2.3) −1.9 (1.3) −2.6*

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01; Abbreviations: SD standard deviation; FPT Frequency
Pattern Test; DPT Duration Pattern Test; GDT Gap Detection Test; aSPN
adaptive Speech In Noise. If not otherwise indicated, the stimulation was
presented binaurally. We measured: the percentage of correct responses in
FPT, DPT and DDT; the minimal detected gap duration (in milliseconds) in
GDT; the minimal SNR for 50% correct word recognition in aSPN.
thickness [no gap, 3 × 3 × 3.5 mm voxel]), AC-PC ori-
ented, 150 volumes, iPAT = 2). The resting-state protocol
was 5 minutes in duration, producing 150 brain volumes.
During the study, the subjects were instructed to remain
motionless, keep their eyes open (the subjects were pre-
sented with a black screen) and try to relax.

ReHo and ICA analysis
The first 10 volumes were discarded. The processing
steps were the same for ReHo and ICA: 1) slice timing
(correction to the first slice), 2) realignment (a detailed
description is presented below in section Motion and
data quality analysis), 3) normalization to the MNI tem-
plate, 4) detrending, 5) for ReHo: temporal band–pass
frequency filtering (0.01-0.08 Hz) and for ICA: spatial
smoothing with a Gaussian kernel of 6 mm full width at
half maximum (FWHM). The preprocessing was per-
formed in DPARSF (http://rfmri.org/DPARSF).
Once pre-processing was completed, REST software

(http://resting-fmri.sourceforge.net) was used to obtain
ReHo maps (by calculating Kendall’s concordance coeffi-
cient value to measure the similarity of the ranked time
series of a given voxel to its nearest 27 neighbor voxels
in a voxel-wise way). After obtaining individual ReHo
maps the data were smoothed with a Gaussian kernel
(FWHM= 4 mm). First, one-sample t-tests were per-
formed for the inter-subject analysis of each voxel of
each image to identify voxels that had significantly
higher ReHo. Then, a two-sample t-test was computed
on the normalized individual ReHo maps to investigate
ReHo differences between the two groups.
The Matlab toolbox, group ICA of fMRI Toolbox

(GIFT; http://icatb.sourceforge.net), was used for ICA
analysis. This included: principal component analysis
(PCA) reduction, ICA separation and back-reconstruction
to produce single-subject time courses and spatial maps
from the raw data matrix [22].
The dataset was decomposed with different model or-

ders: 29 (the optimal number of group’s components
based on minimum description length criteria for source
estimation); 20 (a default number of components in
GIFT); 40 and 50 components. The rationale for using
ICA with different numbers of independent components
was that according to other studies, lower model orders
provide a general insight into large-scale networks, whereas
higher model orders can serve to detect more fine-grained
networks corresponding to anatomical and functional seg-
mentations [23,24]. The data were separated by ICA using
Infomax algorithm. For each model order, the ICA ap-
proach was repeated 30 times with ICASSO implemented
in the GIFT toolbox.
Group ICA was run with all subjects included in one

group, to ensure that the same components were identi-
fied in each subject. The default mode component was

http://rfmri.org/DPARSF
http://resting-fmri.sourceforge.net
http://icatb.sourceforge.net


Table 2 Clusters showing significant group differences in
ReHo (Controls > (C)APD)

Brain
area

Cluster coordinates Voxel peak T Number of
activated voxelsx y z

pCu/PCC 2 −50 24 5.57 86

Superior
Frontal
Gyrus

−4 58 28 4.30 51

Abbreviations: pCu precuneus; PCC posterior cingulate cortex.
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identified by spatially correlating all components with two
default mode masks provided in GIFT: “DMN_ICA_R-
EST.Nii” and “ref_default_mode.nii”. These masks con-
tained regions that have been most commonly reported to
comprise the DMN [25,26]. We used different templates
as they seem to be more weighted on different nodes of
DMN: ref_default_mode.nii enables to sort the more pos-
terior part of DMN, whereas DMN_ICA_REST sorts more
anterior hubs. The component that most significantly
(spatially) correlated with each template were selected as
the default mode network. Then, the DMN components
were transformed to z-scores using the GIFT software and
exported to SPM8 (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroim-
aging, www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) where statistical analysis
was performed. Statistical maps of the default mode net-
work for patients and comparison subjects were created
by entering the single-subject default mode component
into a voxelwise one-sample t test and subsequently a
two-sample t test, which was then thresholded at p < 0.05
with AlphaSim Correction. Regions were labelled using
the Talairach Daemon Atlas [27].

Motion and data quality analysis
In order to eliminate the possible influence of motion
on the data we followed the procedures described by van
Dijk and collaborators [28]. First, separate matrices encom-
passing mean motion, maximum motion, and rotation of
head motion were calculated based on translation and ro-
tation parameters [28,29]. Subjects whose mean motion
parameters exceeded 0.5 mm were discarded from further
analysis. Therefore, the final (C)APD study group con-
sisted of 13 out of 23 recruited children with (C)APD and
15 out of 30 children were selected from among the exam-
ined healthy controls.
To make sure that the final (C)APD and healthy con-

trols groups had similar head motion characteristics, we
evaluated the maximum between-group head motion dif-
ferences. The group mean results and group differences
(two-sample t-test) were as follows:

– mean motion of 0.1 (SD = 0.09) mm for (C)APD and
0.12 (SD = 0.1) for healthy controls (p = 0.405);

– maximum motion of 1.1 (SD = 1.2) mm for (C)APD
and 1.1 (SD = 0.9) for healthy controls (p = 0.99);

– mean rotation of 0.055 (SD = 0.06) mm for (C)APD
and 1.1 (SD = 0.65) for healthy controls (p = 0.703).

Secondly, the temporal signal-to-noise ratio (tSNR)
parameter was estimated to evaluate the quality of the
data and to eliminate any possible causes of data in-
stability [28]. The mean tSNR for the (C)APD group was
289 (SD = 106), and the mean tSNR for healthy controls
was 253.1 (SD = 113). A two-sample t-test showed no
between-group differences [t (26) = 1.036, p = 0.310].
Results
Clinical characteristics
The (C)APD group performed significantly poorer than
controls in all tests that were applied (see: Table 1).

Resting-state brain activity patterns in (C)APD and in the
control group
With the use of ReHo analysis in both groups we found
a pattern of brain regions consistent with the DMN
nodes provided in literature [9,13,26]. Nevertheless, two-
sample t-test showed inter-group differences in regions
encompassing: the precuneus (pCu)/posterior cingulate
cortex (PCC) and the area of frontal pole corresponding
to BA 10.
Table 2 provides a list of brain regions in DMN, along

with coordinates of peak voxels and the number of acti-
vated voxels obtained in ReHo. Results obtained with the
use of ReHo are presented in Figure 1. The final statistical
map was set at a combined threshold of P < 0.005 and a
minimum cluster size of 66 voxels, which resulted in a
corrected threshold of P < 0.05 determined by AlphaSim.
For ICA, the topographic distribution of DMN was simi-

lar in both groups and encompassed: middle frontal gyrus,
posterior cingulate, precuneus, lateral parietal lobule, bilat-
erally. For the model with 20 components we found one
component corresponding to DMN, regardless of the
chosen template (correlation values for ref_default_mode.
nii and DMN_ICA_REST. nii were 0.58 and 0.37, respect-
ively). Nevertheless, we found that for model orders 29,
40, 50 the areas of significant co-activation start to decom-
pose into the posterior and the anterior DMN. Interest-
ingly, for the two DMN templates two different patterns of
co-activation consistent with DMN (correlation values
ranging from 0.43 to 0.65) were found. Consistently, de-
pending on the model order and the components identi-
fied based on the correlation coefficient with the two
templates inter-group results were inconsistent. Therefore,
for the sake of clarity, we decided to present within-group
results only (one-sample t-test). The final statistical map
was set at the same threshold as in case of ReHo.
Results obtained with the use of ICA are shown in

Figure 2. In addition Figure 2 provides the correlation
values for DMN identified based on the two described
templates.

http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm


Figure 1 Cortical representations of DMN obtained with the ReHo method in (C)APD and the control subjects and a comparison
between normal controls and patients with (C)APD (maps thresholded at p < .005, AlphaSim corrected, no of voxels > 66). The color
scale represents T values.
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Discussion
In this paper we examined resting-state brain activity in
children with (C)APD, using two independent data-
driven approaches: ReHo and ICA with different model
order settings.
First, we should emphasize that to date there has only

been one preliminary study published which aimed to
develop an fMRI procedure to examine individuals with
(C)APD [5]. According to the authors’ best knowledge,
this is the first study which applied rs-fMRI to investi-
gate brain activity in (C)APD. Secondly, we used two dif-
ferent methods (ReHo and ICA) to analyze the same
data set, in order to provide a more complex picture of
DMN.
On the basis of one-sample t-tests performed in chil-

dren with (C)APD and in the control group, with the
use of two analysis methods, we clearly demonstrated
patterns of activity consistent with the default mode net-
work [26]. However, ReHo analysis revealed differences
in resting-state brain activity in the (C)APD group, rela-
tive to controls. Specifically, a significant ReHo decrease
was found in the PCC/pCu and the SFG (BA 10) in pa-
tients. The ICA showed that the model order selection,
as well as component selection can both significantly
affect the results. Therefore, due to inconsistent results
in two-sample t-tests, drawing conclusions about group
differences based on ICA does not seem eligible.

Rs-fMRI in (C)APD
In the present study we used a rs-fMRI paradigm to in-
vestigate brain activity in (C)APD (and not an active
task). There were several reasons why we did so. First,
previous fMRI studies in children with (C)APD showed
that their concentration and tests performance decreases
with increased duration of examination [5]. Then the
possible group differences in brain activations may re-
sults from attentional lapses, only caused by the duration
of the experiment rather than the modality-specific im-
pairment. Resting state-fMRI, which is of very short dur-
ation, enables to overcome this limitation. Secondly, a
paradigm that does not require children to cooperate ac-
tively, might diminish motion artifacts, resulting from
reacting to stimulation.
Furthermore, a rs-fMRI paradigm allows us to exam-

ine a whole brain network rather than focal activations
associated with a particular task. As (C)APD children in
the present study showed deficits in all behavioral (C)
APD screening tests, it would be advisable to apply as
many as five different cognitive tasks in an MR scanner
in each child. It would not be possible within a single
fMRI session and it would be problematic to ask the
subject to participate in an fMRI experiment several
times in a short period of time.

Default mode network and attention
The ReHo results of the study are interesting, as the
posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) and the precuneus not
only form a central node in DMN in the human brain
but they have also been suggested to play an important
role in attention and goal-directed cognition [30,31].
PCC shows high connectivity to the frontal network in-
volved in cognitive control and attention demanding
tasks [30]. Moreover, a specific pattern of PCC/pCu ac-
tivity has been found in several rs-fMRI studies in
ADHD [18].
Additionally, altered connectivity between the anterior

(prefrontal cortex) and the posterior (posterior cingu-
late/precuneus) components of the DM network [18,32]



Figure 2 Cortical representations of DMN obtained with the ICA method for different model settings in (C)APD, and the control
subjects (maps thresholded at p < .005, AlphaSim corrected, no of voxels > 66). The color scale represents T values.
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has been reported in subjects with ADHD. In our study
we did not assess the functional connectivity directly,
but we also found alternations in corresponding regions
in ReHo analysis. As ReHo corresponds to connectivity
at the local level, the revealed decreased ReHo values
may reflect low regional metabolism [33] in PCC/pCu
and the SFG (BA 10). This is in line with other studies
linking attention disorders with disrupted consolidation
of the DMN [18].
The atypical activity found in the region of PCC may

suggest similar brain mechanisms underpinning (C)APD
and ADHD. This can also indicate that rs-fMRI cannot
differentiate between the modality-specific attention
problems observed in (C)APD and general attention
impairments.
A number of studies have suggested that dysregulation

of DMN may be associated with lapses of attention and
errors during cognitively engaging tasks [14]. According
to default-mode interference hypothesis inefficacious
transition from rest to task may account for impaired
cognitive task performance [13]. It deserves further con-
sideration, to investigate whether errors observed in (C)
APD diagnostic batteries originate from general atten-
tion problems or a modality-specific perceptual dysfunc-
tion, as suggested by several authors [34]. Interpretative
issues related to ICA with regard to the DMN analysis
are discussed in the next section.

ICA or ReHo?
In the present study two different methods (ICA and
ReHo) to analyze the rs-fMRI data were applied. Except
for purely methodological studies, researchers usually
choose only one approach to analyze the data. This may
lead to some discrepancies between studies using different
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analysis techniques [35] or even only ICA but with differ-
ent model settings [23].
One of the most popular techniques applied in resting-

state fMRI studies has been ICA [36]. The main advantage
of this method is lack of any initial assumptions about the
spatial location of brain activations, which makes it suit-
able for exploratory fMRI analysis [36]. ICA is, however,
not without its challenges, as it requires an arbitrary de-
cision on the dimensionality reduction, as the number
of components to estimate is not fixed and should be
selected according to the data quality and the complex-
ity of the results one wishes to obtain [e.g. resting state
networks (RSN) may be separated into sub-networks
reflecting their fine-grained nature] [36,37]. Also, com-
ponents representing networks of interest might be se-
lected differently based on various templates which
may lead to divergent results, as was presented in our
study. Therefore, the reproducibility of the results ob-
tained with ICA might be questioned, which has also
been emphasized by other authors [23]. The issue of
inconsistent ICA results has hardly been discussed and
not resolved yet [23]. Thus, group ICA should be used
with caution when drawing inferences about group
differences.
Another approach widely used to the evaluation of rs-

fMRI is regional homogeneity (ReHo), which investigates
the temporal congruency of the regional BOLD signal in
various brain regions [38,39]. Both ReHo and ICA repre-
sent a connectivity analysis but they are performed with
different mathematical approaches. While ReHo reveals
correlations between slow fluctuations of the BOLD MR
signal in various brain regions, ICA determines networks
related to the decomposed temporal signal fluctuations.
Importantly, ReHo is relatively insensitive to possible
region-to region or trial-to-trial variability of the BOLD
signal, which makes it complimentary to ICA [36]. The
possible discrepancies in the results (which were demon-
strated in our study) may be due to the fact that in ICA,
the mean time course of a whole network is compared
with the time course of individual voxels within that
network [40], whereas ReHo seeks for correlations be-
tween the BOLD fluctuations of a small group of vox-
els with the adjacent ones. This might suggest that
ReHo is more sensitive to local changes of functional
connectivity and the ICA approach examines long-range
connectivity [13].
Additionally, in ICA, due to differences in the model

settings used in various studies results might be not re-
producible. Also, possible inter-group differences might
be concealed, as they may emerge in the components
not included in further analysis.
Taking into account the aforementioned considerations,

we recommend ReHo as the method providing more
stable results in DMN network compared to the ICA.
The effect of motion
As a number of studies indicate that disruptions in
BOLD signal resulting from head motion may create
spurious patterns of correlations in rs-fMRI we made
sure that in our study the two groups did not differ ei-
ther in their motion parameters or in tSNR [29,41]. Ori-
ginally our study group was twice as big but after the
motion parameter analysis we decided to eliminate par-
ticipants whose motion might have confounded the re-
sults. We decided to exclude participants rather than
apply “scrubbing” methods, as it was reported that this
procedure does not always remove all motion-related
signal and that these are most efficient when periods of
motion are within a single TR [41]. In children, however,
the periods of motion span across multiple TRs. Conse-
quently, replacing time points in which movements oc-
curred with adjacent ones may contribute to losing the
signal of interest.
Limitations of the study
The presented findings are promising but several meth-
odological limitations should be indicated (which are not
confined to the present study). First, although there is a
growing interest in rs-fMRI studies, interpretative issues
remain to be resolved before the alternations in the in-
trinsic brain activity can serve as an indicator of cogni-
tive dysfunction [36].
We suggest that group differences, showed in the ReHo

analysis, reflect limited regional neuronal synchronization
in (C)APD, which might mean that detected neurons do
not behave in a coherent fashion during rest. However,
considering the fact that physiology underlying spontan-
eous BOLD response might be different to that when per-
forming a task, it is under debate whether alternations
found in this study directly underlie behavioral problems
manifested by individuals with (C)APD.
Finally, although we performed ICA with different

model orders, we only selected components which repre-
sented DMN and compared that particular components
with the results obtained with ReHo. The rationale was
that from all the reported resting-state brain networks,
only DMN is considered to be involved in the introspect-
ive modes of cognition, encompassing the shift between
the internally and the externally directed attention [6].
Nevertheless, it is possible that selecting components
reflecting different resting state networks would pro-
vide additional valuable results.
Since the ReHo approach revealed significant differences

in DMN in children with (C)APD, relative to controls, we
conclude that this matter deserves further consideration.
Applying different neuropsychological and neuroimag-
ing methods (including also task-based fMRI paradigms)
might be helpful in differentiating developmental CAPD
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from other developmental cognitive disorders and further
elucidate the neural basis of (C)APD.

Conclusions
In conclusion, our study demonstrates that the ReHo
approach is sensitive to detect alternations in spontan-
eous brain activity in children with (C)APD, and thus
might potentially help elucidate neuro-cognitive mecha-
nisms underlying behavioral problems manifested in
this patient population. Nevertheless, both ReHo and
ICA methods should be used with caution especially
when inferences about group differences are drawn.
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